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After serving Taylor University for 13 years, Provost Michael
Hammond will be moving to Massachusetts to serve as Gordon College’s next president.
According to Gordon’s press
release, Hammond will begin his
tenure there on July 1. Hammond
will succeed the leadership of Gordon President D. Michael Lindsay,
who will begin as Taylor’s president on Aug. 16.
His plans were announced on
April 22 by Gordon College, shortly followed by an email to Taylor
University by Interim President
Paige Comstock Cunningham.
“We celebrate the clarity that
God has given both institutions,”
Cunningham wrote. “It was clear
there was a strong initial chemistry between Dr. Lindsay and Dr.
Hammond, and now they will
work closely together as Christian college presidents.”

Photograph provided by Gordon College

Provost Michael Hammond will be the new president at Gordon College.

Cunningham continued to
write that although the university hoped Lindsay and Hammond would work at Taylor
together, the Board of Trustees
affirmed Hammond’s call to lead
at Gordon.
In Gordon’s press release, Herman Smith Jr., chair of Gordon’s
Board of Trustees echoed this

conviction.
“Dr. Hammond stood out
among a strong pool of candidates as both an innovator and
a consensus builder who brings
wisdom and a vision for our future,” Smith said. “We are confident he is the right leader at the
right time to successfully lead the
College through the changes and

challenges confronting institutions of higher education.”
Hammond has a long history at
Taylor, both as a student and leader in higher education. In 1992, he
received his B.A. in Christian education and sociology at Taylor.
Then, after earning his M.A. in the
historical theology and religion
in American life from Wheaton

College, he returned to Taylor
as a residence hall director from
‘99-‘00 and the director of student
leadership from ‘00-‘05.
Later, he returned to Taylor
with his Ph.D. in American history from the University Arkansas
to serve as academic dean from
‘15-‘18, then as provost for the
last three years and vice president for the last one and a half
years concurrently.
He also has two children currently attending Taylor University, junior Elizabeth and freshman
Jack.
Hammond and his wife, Jennifer, and their six children plan to
relocate to Massachusetts shortly.
“We will miss the many deep
friendships, colleagues, and good
people all around Taylor University,” Hammond wrote in an Instagram post. “Our family has been
profoundly shaped by Taylor and
we have a deep love for Taylor.
That will not change. We are expectantly hopeful for the future of
Gordon College and eager to serve
the mission.”
echo@taylor.edu

TU remembers van accident victims
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Faculty reflect on
tragedy 15 years later
Ellie Tiemens
News Co-Editor

Brad Larson. Laurel Erb. Betsy Smith. Laura VanRyn. Monica Felver.
On April 26, 2006, 15 years
ago this week, these four students and one staff member of
Taylor University were killed in
a tragic car crash that made international news and impacted
the Taylor community in monumental ways.
Just a few weeks before graduation, students Larson, Erb,
Smith, VanRyn and Whitney Cerak (‘09) as well as staff members
Felver, Connie Magers, Vickie
Rhodes and Michele Miller were
driving back from Fort Wayne.
They had been setting up a
banquet for soon-to-be inaugurated President-Emeritus Gene
Habecker.
Just 10 miles away from campus, a semi-truck driver fell
asleep at the wheel and crossed
over the median on I-69, colliding with their van.
Magers, Rhodes and Miller
were taken to the hospital. Cerak was also taken to the hospital,
but at the time she was believed
to be VanRyn.
Jim Garringer, director of media relations, was on campus the
night of the crash.
He remembers the campus
being deserted despite the nice
spring weather as students, faculty and staff gathered in Rediger
Chapel upon hearing the news to
pray and wait together.
“A little after 11 p.m., an emergency prayer meeting was called
and the students, along with
many faculty and staff and others from the community, converged on Rediger,” Garringer
said. “It was standing room only.
There were many tears, hugs,
sobs.”

It was the first time he had
seen such anguish displayed,
Garringer said.
Donna Downs, associate professor of communication, was
also a professor at Taylor during
the time of the crash. She was
an adviser to VanRyn and taught
many students who were close to
the other victims.
She recalled the somberness
in the chapel as names of the victims were read aloud. She stayed
in the chapel until 1 or 2 a.m. and
then returned with many others early the next morning for a
chapel service.
A song sung over and over
during these services was “Blessed Be the Name of the Lord.”
The line “He gives and takes
away,” stood out especially to
Downs.
“I think a lot of people grew
closer to God through the accident, but some people walked
further away from God because they didn’t understand
and couldn’t get past the why,”
Downs said. “... When you have
four young kids and an employee who have suddenly been
whisked away, it’s hard not to
ask why.”
Garringer said it is important
that students remember that
those who died 15 years ago were
very much like the students on
campus in 2021. Some of them
involved were about to graduate,
they lived and worked on campus. Other students on campus
were getting ready to finish up
and head home for the summer.
Felver was a Dining Commons
employee who interacted with
students daily.
Downs recalled the difficulties
students faced finishing up the
semester while dealing with the
grief and confusion that came as
a result of the accident.
“Monday was a very difficult
day, as classes reconvened,”
Downs wrote in a journal entry in 2006. “Funerals were

Photograph provided by Associated Press

Students mourn in 2006 in front of Rediger.

occurring almost daily that
week, and all absences were
excused. With the end of the
semester nearing and major
projects due at the end of the
semester, many fell behind. And
many really didn’t care about academics any more.”
The semester finished up and
events such as the inauguration
of Habecker and commencement went on with special additions to honor the victims.
“Blessed be the Name of the
Lord” was sung again at graduation and degrees were given
posthumously to Larson, Smith
and Erb.
The one student survivor of
the accident, who was believed
to be VanRyn at the time, was
awarded a degree as well. Cerak went on to graduate in 2009.
Then, five weeks after the accident, the mistaken identity of
VanRyn and Cerak was discovered. It was, in fact, VanRyn, who
had died in the accident and not
Cerak.

This identity mix-up resulted
in Taylor becoming the subject
of national and international news. Garringer remembers
getting calls from media outlets
around the country asking for a
response to the story.
Taylor continued in the spotlight as the book “Mistaken Identity: Two Families, One Survivor,
Unwavering Hope” was published in 2008. Soon after, the
Memorial Prayer Chapel was
built and dedicated to remembering those who died.
“God used Taylor’s tragic loss
to make a tremendous impact on
a watching world,” a pamphlet
from the prayer chapel dedication read. “Countless stories
were received, telling how the
prayerful response of this community encouraged many and
even led some to a saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ.”
Though there are no current
plans in place to mark the 15th
anniversary of this tragedy, Garringer hopes Taylor adopts an

annual tradition to honor the
lives of those who died in the
van accident, as well as other
students and faculty who have
passed since.
“As people retire from here
and go away and new people
come in, it becomes more of a
memory and less of a ‘reality,’ I
guess,” Downs said. “It will always
be a reality for those who lived
through it, but it becomes a lessspoken-about memory those left
behind don’t discuss … because
those who didn’t experience it
can’t really understand … which
is happy, but sad because it was
such an impactful time, such an
influential time in all of our lives.”
Life is short, Downs said.
Though the absence of these
Taylor community members
have left holes in the Taylor community that will always be present, this pivotal time in Taylor’s
history has shown God can work
through any and all situations
for his glory.
echo@taylor.edu
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President-Elect Lindsay launches book at TU

“Hinge Moments”
released

Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Taylor’s president-elect, author and Gordon College President D. Michael Lindsay will
release his latest book at Taylor University on April 27.
The event will take place in
Rediger Chapel from 3-5 p.m.
with a reception in the Howell Galleria in the LaRita Boren
Campus Center.
“ I ’m sup er e xc it ed a nd
deeply honored to be able to
launch the book at Taylor —
that’s such a big deal and I’m
really excited to share the
work I undertook to bring the
book to fruition, as well as
to be part of a conversation
on campus,” Lindsay said. “I
also hope it provides a good
lift for the community as we

wrap up an unusual academic year with some celebration
and inspiration.”
Lindsay’s book,“Hinge Moments: Making the Most of
Life’s Transitions,” is the culm i nat ion of st udy i ng 550
American leaders and writing for three years. The book
will be released by InterVarsity
Press, who recently conducted
an interview with him about
his own transition from president of Gordon College to president-elect of Taylor.
Originally, Lindsay intended for the book to be primarily for college students, but the
COVID-19 pandemic brought
him to the conclusion that everyone faces “hinge moments.”
He then decided to ser ve
a broader audience with his
w riting. He said that when
Christians especially are faced
w ith cha l leng ing changes,
there can be an even greater

impact for godly good.
“Of tentimes, when we’re
facing change, we’re a little
daunted by the challenges in
front of us, when in fact, the
Lord uses change in our lives
to do extraordinary and great
things.” Lindsay said. “While it
can be a little scary at times,
as a whole, I think that we
ought to be embracing the
changes that come and be willing to walk into the pathway
of the unknown. My hope is
it’ll be a source of inspiration
and provide some practical advice based on the lives of great
leaders who navigated change
well in their own journey.”
Mike Falder, the associate
vice president for advancement
at Taylor, said he is looking forward to reading “Hinge Moments” after reading Lindsay’s
book “View from the Top: An Inside Look at How People in Power See and Shape the World.” He

said he has personally found
Lindsay’s writing to be full of real-world application for him as
a higher education professional,
scholar and leader.
Falder also said he f inds
Lindsay’s ability to tell stories
of leaders’ lived experiences to
be fascinating and relevant. He
said he would have benefitted
from reading Lindsay’s work
when he was an undergraduate
and wants students to know
the first 200 people to arrive at
the book release will receive a
free copy of “Hinge Moments.”
“I am thrilled that Dr. Lindsay will be releasing his newest book at Taylor,” Falder
said. “Dr. Lindsay is a notable author and was nominated for the non-fiction Pulitzer
Prize, and that is a big deal for
an author and for the University that just named him their
next president.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Lindsay will visit Taylor for the release of “Hinge Moments.”

TWO Clothing Swap encourages sustainability

Exchange gives
clothing new chance
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

“Educate, equip and engage
students to live and serve like
Jesus.”
These are the words written on the walls of the Taylor
World Outreach (TWO) office,
and serve as a reminder for
TWO’s mission statement.
They are currently being
lived out through the efforts
of TWO co-directors sophomores Katie Herman and Izzy
Herb, junior Lindy Peklo and
MAHE student Kait Bedel, in
their clothing exchange happening today, April 26.
This swap encourages students to recycle and revamp
their wardrobes in an environmentally responsible way. To
do this, students can exchange
old clothing for new pieces,
also donated by students.
In the previous week, students were given the opportunity to donate their excess
clothing in exchange for one
ticket per item. A lmost all
clothing that was washed
and in good or gently used
condition was accepted, excluding items like socks and
underwear.
Today, all of the items will
be laid out outside the student
center, and those who previously donated can take their
tickets to trade for new clothing from 7-8:30 p.m.

This event has been put
on by TWO for several years.
Like many spring events, it
was canceled last year due
to COVID-19, but it is now the
first TWO event to return almost identically to its original form. While a larger space
had to be sourced in order to
do the event with enough room
to socially distance, the rest
remains the same.
“This is the first event we’ve
done this year that has looked
pretty much similar to what
we’ve done in the past COVIDw ise,” said Pek lo. “For this
one, we’ve already had a foundation, which is really nice,”
said Herman.
After the event, all excess
clothing will then be donated to Helping Hands and other similar organizations that
provide for financially at-risk
families in Grant County.
This fulf ills one of TWO’s
branches of Community Outreach. Through community
outreach, students are given the opportunity to serve
those in and around Upland.
TWO also has a larger branch
of World Outreach that hopes
to fulfill the same goal on a
grander scale.
“This (event) falls under both
of those,” said Erb. “Keeping
clothes sustainably exchanged
between students, but then
also raising awareness about
some of the unethical ways
that clothing is distributed in
other parts of the world.”
Currently, clothing is one

Photograph by Ellie Tiemens

MAHE student Kimie Kline donates clothes for the Clothing Swap.

of the largest polluters of the
world. Since fabric is hard to
decompose, disposed clothing of ten takes up a large
amount of space in landfills
and oceans.
The problem is compounded by the continual production
of clothing. Not only is more
clothing being produced than
there is space for, but the mass
production of clothing is often
at the expense of vulnerable
people work ing in dangerous conditions.

The TWO leaders acknowledged that it’s very easy to
partake in fast fashion, especially for students. Peklo said
that she knows the appeal of
a $5 shirt, especially if a person is on the hunt for a specific piece.
“I think a lot of time accessibilit y is easy for us to
go to, rather than search for
more ethical ways.” she said.
“Try going to Goodwill or exchanging w ith your friends
instead of just pu rchasing

something online. You don’t
know how their clothing process works or who makes the
clothing, or what goes into
it.”
This initiative is one of many
student-run opportunities to
partake in more ethical clothing. On Saturday, May 1, a similar event will be taking place
where students are given the
space and opportunity to sell
old clothing garage sale-style.
The event will be hosted outside
of the student center as well.

Additionally, there are multiple businesses on campus
that curate thrifted items and
upsell them, often through
Instagram or Shop the Loop.
Others make and alter their
own clothing as well.
“You don’t need to do a shopping trip to get all these brand
new pieces to revamp your
closet” said Peklo. “You can
often take what other people
are tired of and be creative
with it.”
echo@taylor.edu

University hosts first ‘I Love Taylor’ week in May
School hopes to
raise funds
Kyla Russell
News Co-Editor

Photograph provided by Jon Forte

Students are excited to participate in the first annual ‘I Love Taylor’ week.

The Office of Advancement
at Taylor is launching its first
annual ‘I Love Taylor’ week.
The goal of the week is to
create space for people to
share how they have been positively impacted by Taylor, and
to raise money for the Taylor
Fund. The week is set for May
3-7.
The events of the week are
multifaceted, consisting of
a scavenger hunt for bobbleheads of Jeff Wallace, carpool
karaoke and a social media
campaign.
The u niversit y hopes to
raise money to multiply the
Taylor Fund. The week can be
summed up by its tagline, “A
week of giving for Taylor.”
“99% of students who come
to Taylor receive some kind of
financial aid,” Jonathon Forte

(‘17), director of the Taylor
Fund, said. “The Taylor Fund
directly impacts the lives of
students by mak ing Taylor
more affordable to everyone.”
Anyone that has been affected by the Taylor community
can be involved — including
students, families, facult y,
staff, the Board of Trustees
and friends of Taylor.
To take part in the week, an
individual can post on social
media, or engage in on-campus events. Forte emphasized
the importance of student involvement to ensure this tradition lives on for years to come.
The event carries deep roots
and was inspired by the ability
to make a tangible difference in
the lives of students at Taylor.
Forte said. “Because of this,
all aspects of the Taylor community have stepped up in different ways.”
The Board of Trustees has
doubled their donation to the
Taylor Fund and laid the foundation for the possibility of a

million-dollar match during
the week. Additionally, parents of students at Taylor are
serving as ambassadors for the
week. To do this, they are posting and calling attention to the
ways that they love Taylor.
On campus, students are
volunteering to run events
throughout the week.
One of these student volunteers is sophomore Kenley
Blake, who works in the Office
of Advancement.
“This year I’m involved with
generating student excitement
about ‘I Love Taylor week,’”
Blake said, “I’m helping with
event planning and creating
social media content to build
up campus energy.”
Like Forte, Blake hopes that
the Taylor Fund will benefit
exponentially from this event,
and in turn, benefit students
across campus.
Look for more information
posted on the Taylor University Instagram page.
echo@taylor.edu
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"Looking back, Hotmire reflects on how difficult experiences like the
tennis team getting cut are all a part of God’s plan for her life."
Hotmire serves up sucess for Taylor tennis club
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A glimpse into being Black at Taylor
Students reflect on
their experiences
Kay Rideout
Staff Writer

What does it mean to be
black at a predominantly
white institution (PWI)?
For some, it means bearing
the responsibility of others’
ignorance.
“I’m constantly tired,” freshman Roneisha Jackson said.
“I’m constantly teaching, I’m
constantly biting my lip.”
For others, it means feeling
like a number, a statistic —
an individual who is included
only because of the diversity
they bring to campus.
For most, it means stepping
into a space where the overwhelming majority of campus looks, acts and operates
differently.
It means sticking out like
a sore thumb while simultaneously being overlooked. It
means living with labels and
stereotypes that others aren’t
given, as a result of something
as simple as skin.
But what it means for one
individual to be black at a
PWI is not what it means for
another.
Each person has unique
stories and experiences that
cannot, and should not, be
viewed as one collective story
or experience. To view them
as such would be both ignorant and unjust.
“My voice is not the voice for
all Black people — these are
my experiences, and it’s my
perspective,” freshman Vernice Austin said. “Other Black
people here on campus may
have different perspectives.”
However, there are similarities in these stories.
There are common sentiments of not belonging, of
unfair compromise or of little representation.
These similar experiences
should be a reason to pause.
They should be a reason to
stop — mid-movement — and

Photograph by Marissa Williams

Photographer Marissa Williams took photos Taylor students for her photo series "All Natural" celebrating natural hair.

recognize the reality of the situation at hand.
“To some extent, I feel like
my voice may be diminished
because I do not see a lot of
representation of my skin
color or of my cultural values,” sophomore Israel Ailemen said.
“Some of your cultural values and traditions (you) will
probably have to give up,”
Jackson said. “A lot of people
don’t want to celebrate them
(and) a lot of people don’t
want to embrace them.”
“It definitely feels like they
don’t represent us enough or
(acknowledge us) enough,”
sophomore Lance Harris said.
“Not because Taylor doesn’t
want to recognize (us), but
because they don’t choose to
recognize (us).”
“If I could change things, a

lot of people who look like me
would not feel alone — they
would feel like everybody
else,” Austin said. “I would go
out of my way to make sure
they were included; I would go
out of my way to make sure
their voices heard.”
Are the individual stories heard? Are the common
threads binding them together recognized?
Individuals who cannot
identify with what it means
to be a Black person at a PWI
should be proactive about engaging and listening to these
individual stories, while acknowledging the common
threads that run through
many of them.
Listen to a friend’s experience, but recognize that their
narrative represents societal flaws much greater than

the individual.
Then, after fully listening
and acknowledging, act.
Stand with Black brothers
and sisters whose voices are
often muffled, and whose experiences at institutions like
Taylor are often more difficult than is obvious at first
glance. Invite them to the table and listen as they share
their realities.
The threads of commonality
will bring to light solutions as
well as struggles.
“Ask us to get more involved,
ask for our ideas, reach out
to us (and) see what’s on our
mind,” Harris said. “Let’s see
how we can throw a little
Black on the table.”
“We would like to be included or be treated (just like any)
other person,” Ailemen said.
“ We are individuals (too)

— we’re very cool people.”
“Don’t be afraid to have relationships,” Jackson said.
“Don’t be afraid to have relationships with people who
think differently than you and
who come from different places than you.”
“This intentional community that we talk about — we
need to be about it,” Austin
said. “We need to try to have
friends that are a part of different cultures; we need to put
in the effort to make friends
that are different.”
Black voices are valid.
Their experiences are real.
Their stories are worthy
of acknowledgement.
There is beauty in engaging one another’s lived-out
experiences with honesty and
humility.
There is beauty in acknowledging the brokenness and
moving forward together.
There is beauty in the hard
conversations, uncomfortable
stories and delayed apologies.
Alongside the broken moments, there are ones that
hold great beauty.
“It’s encouraging when I can
sit down with people on my
floor and we can acknowledge
the fact that we’re very different people,” Jackson said.
“Moments like that — embracing each other’s differences (and) understanding
that God has created you in
his image, and he has created
me in his image — those are
what keep me afloat.”
Nevertheless, the beautiful
moments don’t discount the
broken ones.
Those who don’t know what
it means to be black at a PWI
are asked only to listen. To acknowledge and not assume, to
learn and not label.
And for those who do
know what it means to be in
that minority?
Continue to share hard stories with boldness.
Only from these stories will
others learn what it means to
be black at a PWI.
echo@taylor.edu
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Hotmire serves up success for Taylor tennis club
Senior grows through
tennis club leadership
Marissa Muljat
Features Co-Editor

When the Taylor women’s
and men’s tennis teams were
summoned for an important
meeting in the spring of 2020,
team members were filled with
wonder and concern.
This concern was amplified
when the teams were told that
tennis would no longer be considered a sport at Taylor, but
rather, a club.
For current senior Julianna
Hotmire, this news was devastating. It meant that she would
be unable to participate in
varsity tennis her senior year.
Since she participated in tennis all three previous years,
this was something she had
been looking forward to since
her freshman year.
“I think we all weren’t finished yet because it was cut
so abruptly,” Hotmire said.
“We didn’t have time to process really.”
Hotmire, a biology pre-med
major from Bluffton, Ohio, was
made the president of the new
co-ed tennis club this past fall.
She has been challenged
through her presidential position, but has experienced
a lot of growth in her leadership abilities and development
within the club itself.
“It’s something that I’ve never done before, so I’m trying to
figure out what it looks like to

be a president, not just like of
a women’s sport but of a co-ed
sport — what it means to be
president and what it means to
set up the club for the future,”
Hotmire said. “Like what building a community, building an
environment that’s healthy,
that’s going to inspire growth
and just working with peers
on the team to give them what
they’re wanting out of practice
and trying to meet the needs of
the team as well as cultivating
good tennis.”
Despite the team’s transition
into a club being difficult and
heartbreaking for many players, Hotmire said it has been
great in the sense that they are
able to reach out to people who
normally wouldn’t play tennis
in college.
These new members can
either learn how to play the
sport or simply be provided
with a fun, exciting space to
grow and play.
As the president, Hotmire
makes intentional efforts to
bond the women’s and men’s
teams together into a single
united club.
She also makes strong efforts
to get to know the players on
deeper levels.
“(We’re) just trying to go the
extra mile of meeting with all
of the women once a week
or doing a Bible study once a
week to make sure that we’re
not only having fun on the
court but getting to know
each other on a deeper level
and helping each other grow,”

Photograph provided by Julianna Hotmire

Senior Julianna Hotmire has been serving as Taylor's tennis club president this year.

Hotmire said.
Although she has been actively involved in tennis all
four of her years at Taylor, Hotmire’s love for tennis did not
start in college.
For Hotmire, tennis is a family sport which meant that she
started taking tennis lessons
at the young age of five. In
high school, she began to take
tennis much more seriously while playing for her high
school’s team.

When talking to her high
school coach about her college decision to attend Taylor,
he suggested that she continue
her tennis career in college. Before long, she was playing tennis at Taylor.
While she was not on varsity
during the fall of her freshman
year, Hotmire was able to join
the varsity team that spring.
“For my first few matches, I
was able to prove myself,” Hotmire said. “And so that was

really a good feeling because
I wasn’t sure if it was something that I wanted to continue doing, but by going out
and playing varsity and winning the matches and having
my team come and support me
afterward and say, ‘Oh we’re
so proud of you, we knew you
could do it, you were playing
really well,’ to feel that support
and love from that community
really meant a lot to me.”
In addition to being involved

with tennis, Hotmire has been
involved deeply with the biology program at Taylor through
which she has conducted research with several professors.
She has also been involved in
the diabetes prevention program and has participated in
Spanish program trips to Spain
and Ecuador.
Hotmire is grateful for her
experiences at Taylor and feels
as though Taylor has helped
her grow in many ways and
has set the stage for how she
hopes to live.
After leaving Taylor this
spring, she plans to take a gap
year in which she will work at
her dad’s office, prepare her
application for medical school
and run a diabetes clinic.
She also hopes to incorporate tennis into her future as
a hobby, or possibly, as a tennis coach.
Looking back, Hotmire reflects on how difficult experiences like the tennis team
getting cut are all a part of
God’s plan for her life.
“At the end of the day, you
have to remember that God
has a plan and His plan is
a greater purpose than you
could ever imagine,” Hotmire
said. “And it may not be what
you want or what you expected, but it’s going to be something that you will be able to
grow from. You will also be
able to use it to help others in
ways that you didn’t expect or
they didn’t expect.”
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

“Wise stewardship of the Earth gives
evidence of the power of the Gospel to
restore all things...”
Showing stewardship beyond Earth Day
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.”—The First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution
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Our View

Pressure & Marriage
The Taylor community is uncomfortable with singleness,
and it shouldn’t be.
It is no secret that much of an
individual’s experience at Taylor is animated by pick-a-dates
and ring downs. Each of these
affairs operates as systems to
find or celebrate one’s relationship status.
From a student’s first night
at Taylor, there is a strong emphasis on finding your future
spouse.
For many freshmen, their first
night away from home and ‘in
the real world’ is characterized
by starting their spousal search.
The search begins with the infamous ‘awk-walk.’
These traditions are harmless
and enjoyable. But for some,
these traditional systems generate anxiety. Often, this compounds a mounting pressure to
find “the one” while in college.
To take a deeper look, The
Echo Editorial Board conducted a survey to determine
whether students feel pressure
around relationships at Taylor.
The survey opened March
26th and closed April 5, 75 students — 53 female, 22 male —
completed the survey. 25 of
those students are currently in
a relationship with someone on
campus and 50 are not.
Of the 50 individuals who
are not in a relationship, 41 felt
pressure to be in one and nine
did not.
Put into percentages, 82% of
single students feel the need to
find a life partner during their
college years.
The results are clear — students that are not in a relationship feel they need to find
a spouse during their time at
Taylor.
This pressure stems from
something much deeper than
Taylor traditions; it is rooted
in the contemporary Christian belief that being married
defines an individual’s worth
and success.
Within the church and its institution, this marriage ideology manifests itself in two main
ways.
The first way this dogma

presents itself is through believing that the only way to effectively further the kingdom
of Christ is with a spouse.
While the partnership with
brothers and sisters in Christ
does act as the linchpin in advancing the Gospel, this does
not mean this partnership is
exclusive to married people.
This thinking has steep
implications — that being
married fundamentally defines the Christian calling.
Meaning, the primary calling
set out for Christians in the
Great Commission (Matthew
28 — to make disciples of all
nations) is dependent on relational status.
Many survey participants
gave further thoughts into
the relational pressure felt at
Taylor.
“We have put a lot of stock
and weight in relationships,”
junior Kate Johnson said. “It’s
turned into a part of our calling as Christians. That we further Christ’s kingdom … with
a partner by their side.”
“I think that Christians can
see the ultimate goal of our
faith as a relationship — such
as marriage,” sophomore Jordan Ladd said. “Ultimately,
I’m not sure that we are teaching people to recognize that
God is calling some into singleness. Additionally, even if
some people do find their calling in marriage, we can push
people into something they
aren’t ready for.”
This mentality presents a
problematic theme. It implies
that one is not whole without
a romantic partner.
When asked where relational pressure stems from,
freshman Regan Martin said,
“The idea and talk that you’re
not ‘whole’ in a sense, if you’re
single.”
In many ways, the implementation of this principle is
damaging to the overall cause
of Christ.
Several students offered up
a way to rectify the issue: a
further focus on the theology
of singleness.
OUR VIEW continues on Page 6
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Imagine that you are in a
race and your opponent is a
mile ahead of you. Is it possible to overtake them and win
the race? It probably depends
on your opponent’s capabilities and determination, your
capabilities and determination and the length of the race.
That topic is the subject
of Michael Pillsbury’s book,
“The Hundred-Year Marathon: China’s Secret Strategy to Replace America as the
Global Superpower.” I am not
planning to review Pillsbury’s
book here but my intent is to
review capabilities, challenges and potential flashpoints
in the complex relationship
that shapes the competitive/
cooperative race between the
U.S. and China for economic leadership.
First, let’s look at the capabilities and challenges that
face the U.S. today. The U.S.
is indisputably the world’s
dominant economy. Its free
market policies, individualistic culture, historically strong
work ethic and financial policies that encourage wealth
accumulation have unleashed
economic opportunities that
make the country a magnet

Photograph provided by State Department

Former U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and current Chinese President Xi Jinping in China on September 30, 2017.

for people of other nations
seeking to better themselves
economically. Until relatively recently, U.S. immigration
policies encouraged — or
at least tolerated — people
moving from other countries
to America to establish families, build companies and invent technologies that have
improved lives around the
world. The transitions of immigrants have not always been
easy and often involved pain

and discrimination, but over
time, immigrants have been
a source of great long-term
strength for the U.S.
However, the U.S. faces cracks in its structure. A
growing sense of entitlement
(“You have more than me, so
I deserve what you have”) is
eroding the sense that success comes from hard work
using the available resources.
Identity politics and cancel
culture that treat dissenting

opinions not just as ill-informed but as evil are eroding the art of compromise
and civil discourse, promoting posturing at the expense
of problem-solving. Rapidly accelerating public (and
private) debt pushes current
expenses down the road to
be paid for by future generations if, that is, politicians
can muster the will to address
it. (Incidentally, this debt increase has occurred under
both Republican and Democratic administrations.)
China is following a different path — not without its
own challenges. When the
Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) took over the country
in 1949, it launched a series
of economic initiatives with,
for 30 years, disastrous consequences. However, beginning
in 1979, China embarked on
a path of “reform and opening” that has transformed the
country. The path is too complicated to describe here, but
three key steps were: 1. the establishment of Special Economic Zones in the ‘80s (to
experiment with free market
capitalism in a controlled context); 2. significant devaluation of the Chinese renminbi
currency in early 1993 (resulting in a huge increase in exports); and 3. entry into the
World Trade Organization in
2000 (resulting in greater integration with other economies
of the world).
CHINA continues on Page 6

Showing stewardship beyond Earth Day
What does it mean to be
stewards of the earth?’
Michael
Guebert

Guest
Contributor

This past week at Taylor, we
celebrated Earth Day with opportunities for learning from
video documentaries and our
chapel speaker, engaging with
a diet challenge, litter pick up
or purchasing sustainable
products. These activities
align with the official purpose of Earth Day, as is stated on the website, which is to
promote “action to change human behavior and create global, national and local policy
changes.”
Originated in 1970, the date
of April 22 was chosen between spring break and finals
to maximize the greatest student participation. With student activism, it became the
unofficial birth of the modern
environmental movement and
was quickly followed by creation of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and laws
to protect our air, land, water,
biodiversity and human health
and safety. In the past five decades, college students continued to respond to the growing
environmental movement, including at Taylor University.
In 1983, Taylor became one of
the first Christian Colleges to
offer a major in Environmental Science. In the 1990s, many
more Christian Colleges introduced similar majors, with
rising enrollments to meet the
occupational opportunities of
the surging global environmental movement. In recent years,
the awareness and action on
environmental issues intended
by the first Earth Day continues to rise slowly among college students in general, but
surprisingly lags among Taylor students.
Th e High er Education
Research Institute (HERI)
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Environmental Science, Society and Sustainability Taylor students caring for creation by picking up roadside trash.

Freshmen Survey tracks Taylor students’ interest in environmental practices. From
2014 to 2020, the number of
Taylor students who felt it
was not important to “become involved in programs
to clean up the environment”
progressively decreased from
54% to 29%. While the number of Taylor freshmen uninterested in environmental
engagement is decreasing, we
still lag behind such decreases among students at our peer
comparison group, which decreased from 30% to 21% over
the same period. Why do Taylor students remain less interested in environmental action
than our broader non-Christian peer group?
At Taylor, all freshmen in
the Foundation of Liberal Arts
course learn about the right
relationships of humans to
God, self, others and creation.
While our sin has broken these
relationships, we are called as
God’s ambassadors of reconciliation to restore the relationships for the flourishing and
shalom of all things in heaven and earth. (Thank you Dr.
Cramer.)
Unfortunately, many Christians emphasize the first three
relationships to the neglect of
creation and view our dominion as domination. While we
rightly acknowledge our need

for God and for intrapersonal and interpersonal reconciliation, we often see God’s
creation as a mere resource
to meet our own needs (and
wants) rather than responsibly caring for creation in obedience to enhance its witness
of the Creator and improve our
witness to our neighbors.
God created the heavens and
the earth and pronounced it
good. If God made it and cares
for it, then we, as his image
bearers, should do likewise.
When He created humans as
His representatives on earth
(Gen. 1:26-27) He commanded
us to tend and keep the garden
(Gen. 2:15.) While the land suffers greatly because of our sin
(Isaiah 24:24–6; Jeremiah 12:4,
11; Hosea 4: 1–3, etc.) we are
not excused from our original
responsibility as Earth keepers. When we obediently exercise proper dominion, we
honor God and enhance creation’s witness to all people of
his power and majesty revealed
in every common bush, in rock
and stone, in order and symmetry in the world.
Second to loving God, we are
to love our neighbors as ourselves (Luke 10:17,) including
people we don’t know (Deuteronomy 10:19) and especially the least of these among us
(Matthew 25:40.) In our unjust
world marred by sin, those

with the least means often experience the greatest suffering
from environmental impacts.
This is especially true with the
global reach of climate change.
As we seek environmental restoration through efforts such
as international policy, humanitarian relief and sustainable development, we can
advocate for those most affected by environmental impacts
and improve our witness as
we minister Christ’s redemptive love and truth to a world
in need.
At Taylor University, we have
great biblical reasons for “action to change human behavior and create global, national
and local policy changes.” So,
how can we develop servant
leaders to “become involved in
programs to clean up the environment?” It may start with
small steps, but it will require
“LEAPS”:
1) Learn about the issues.
(Take Assistant Professor of
Sustainable Development
Phil Grabowski’s Environment
and Society or Environmental
Stewardship courses.)
2) Evaluate your attitude
and behaviors. (Complete
your own ecological footprint assessment.)
3) Act on your assessment.
(Make appropriate environmentally-responsible changes.)
4) Persevere in your progress. (Do not grow weary in
doing good.)
5) Share your engagement
with others. (Join the Stewards
of Creation or Sustainability
Assistants at Taylor and other
Christian environmental organizations after Taylor.)
Wise stewardship of the
Earth gives evidence of the
power of the Gospel to restore
all things and is an essential
part of the reconciliation of
broken relationships of humans to God and each other.
Earth care enhances the witness of creation to all and improves our Christian witness to
our global neighbors.
echo@taylor.edu
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“a reflection of the written
corporate prayers.”
Modern Solutions Required
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A prayer for the
graduating class of 2021
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

As I look at these last few weeks
of school, I think about all the
things that are ending. Several
of my closest friends, even an
old roommate, are graduating.
In a few short weeks, five hundred people will walk from one
side of the stage into a different
world of marriages and mortgages and workplace dramas.
It is likely that you are either
one of those graduates or someone like me who will be watching in that crowd of people for
the familiar face who poured
into my life from across the hall
for three years.
Endings force us to confront
the full nuance of emotion.
We are proud of our friends
for achieving something that

is a privilege and an honor. We
are sad to see them go. We are
blessed to have made so many
memories with the people that
God has put in this weird microcosm of a university. We selfishly
want to make more with them in
those same halls.
I find myself in these times
talking to God a lot. Most of
these prayers come out as hopes.
This is perhaps a reflection of
the written corporate prayers I
have recently read so many of.
As I was thinking about what I
wanted to write for my last column of the year, I kept coming
back to prayer as an expression
of hope for Taylor’s graduating
class of 2021. Here is that prayer.
I hope that you never become
jaded. I hope that you can look
people in the eyes and tell them
you love them and mean it. I
hope that even in your deepest, darkest moments, you still
remember your inherent worth

imparted to you by a savior who
did not need you, but chose you.
I hope that you see this broken
world and make some small corner of it a little better.
I hope you fail and then learn
from that failure. I hope you
wake up in the morning, plant
your feet on the ground and remember that loving people is
evident in a thousand choices
every day. I hope you remember that we are not defined by
our past, but by the sum of our
actions.
I hope you listen to that still,
small, sinking feeling in your gut
when you are about to do something you know is wrong. That
voice is your conscience and it
is always the truest path.
I hope you never confuse conviction for guilt or guilt for conviction. I hope you play your
cards well and share with others
whose hand was not as generous
as your own. I hope you cultivate

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Katie Pfozer says receiving a diploma is just the start.

all the fruits of the spirit in the
garden of your life, even if there
will always be weeds.
I hope that when you are
working that first terrible
post-graduation job that you will
remember you have more than
a career, you have a life — and

the Lord demands us to live it
with talents unburied and surrendered to His purpose.
But most of all, I hope you
never forget this place and the
unique lessons you learned here.
I hope you keep creating intentional community beyond the

walls of your dorm room and
into this fractured world. And
when that feels impossible, I
hope you remember that the
only way forward is to do the
next right thing.
Amen.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP OF THE SOURCE
#

Song:

Artist:

1

To Cure What Ails

Shakey Graves

2

Grand Hoodoo

The Moss

TOP SONG REVIEW
To Cure What Ails-- Shakey Graves Not all songs are destined to be made,
song is one that is destined to be heard. To Cure What Ails is a song that
captures the melancholic and existential ponderings of home. Listening to this
song is one of intense longing for home and belonging hearkening back to a
simpler time , “when the living was good.” For all of you who are not ready to
grow up, this song is for you.

3

Baby Blue

Tigers in the Sky

4

Fortunate Fool

Jack Johnson

5

Rides Through the
Morning

Michael Neru

6

Stay Alive

Jose Gonzalez

7

Romeo & Juliet

Peter McPolland

8

Let Her Go

Mac Demarco

9

At the Door

The Strokes

10

One I Want (feat.
Mitchell Canada)

For those who like: Bon iver, Of Mice and Men, and James Blake.
Review by Nathaniel Boer

D.B.M. D.Hope

!"#$!%&&!'

rather music is happen chance of expression, but I am 100% positive that this

Samuel J. Jones @sam_jonesy
at this point, I’ve come to realize that the entirety of my tuition has
likely been used to pay for the TSO Jumping Bean tab. #tayloru
Ellie Tiemens @tiemens_ellie
On the off chance a wengatz boy is out there listening, could you
make Jazz Wednesdays come back? I miss those. #tayloru
Holly Gaskill @holly_ggaskill
Today’s simple pleasure on a busy day: Jane from Fresh saying, “I
appreciate you” as she hands me my salad #tayloru
Ellie Tiemens @tiemens_ellie
It always puzzles me (but never fazes me) to see things like whole
eggshells on the sidewalk and fake trees in the bell tower on the
way to class. And that’s on going to school at #tayloru

Truly It’s Lame

Kaylee Bornhoffer
and Carolyn Davis

Show Time
Saturdays
@ 11:00 a.m.

We Will Survive
Truly It’s Lame- A show hosted by two freshman Kaylee Bornhoffer (our very
own graphic designer) and Carlyn Davis, Truly It’s Lame is one of our up and
coming shows. A show truly about nothing, and about everything. Ranging
from topics of recent shows the hosts have watched, updates on their life, or
just nothing at all, this show is always surprisingly fun. Aggressively genuine
this show will take your heart by surprise.
For people who like: Kind of Funny Games Cast
Only on WTUR: The Source

Leah Ryg @leahnicolee14
The echo will miss @sam__jonesy & @linneajoyy #tayloru #bye

Hashtag #TaylorU to any of your Taylor-related
tweets to have it featured in next week's paper!

Linnea Solak

Wesley Jones

Junior

Sophomore

You’re most likely to find her
in a cave she built under her
bed and if you match her wit
you might have a chance.

AN INVITATION

BOOK

Catch him strutting
through campus with his
bluetooth speaker blasting
the Halo theme.

Tuesday, April 27 | 3:00 p.m., Rediger Chapel
Facebook Live @tayloruniversity
Reception to follow, Howell Galleria

HINGE MOMENTS

Making the Most of Life’s Transitions
D. Michael Lindsay, PhD
President-Elect, Taylor

The ﬁrst 200 in-person guests will receive a free copy.

Fun & Games
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Across
1 “ Yeah, like I believe that!”
11 Yo-yo, say
15 Lozenge flavor
16 Together, on scores
17 Competitively whipped
18 Eighty-six
19 Bailing aid
20 Shiny sheet material
22 NBA Sixers, on
scoreboards
23 Brooklyn-based handicrafts etailer
25 Blew off an early appointment, maybe
27 Contractors’ needs
30 Maroon
31 Quinque follower
32 Put away a game
34 Beetle Bailey nemesis
35 Letters on Drago’s
track suit in “Rocky IV”
37 Stuffed
39 Board at Belmont
40 “Precision Crafted Performance” sloganeer
42 Brawl
44 Recipe word
45 Light cutters
47 Some are made in
garages

49 Proficient in
51 “Narcos: Mexico” actor
Michael
52 Brainiac
53 Like some mules
55 Fold, as a poker hand
59 “Hitchcock” role
61 Movie in which Ricardo Montalban says, “Kirk,
my old friend, do you
know the Klingon proverb
... ‘Revenge is a dish best
served cold’?”
63 Healthy look
64 Hitting close to home
65 Place for roots
66 Comes to one’s senses

12 Street cleaner’s
program
13 Some NFL scores
14 “Well, of course!”
21 Makes
24 “I’ll never be able to
unsee that!”
26 Keister
27 Petty offense
28 Nice statement
of indignation?
29 Put in a spot
31 Reprobates
33 Relocates, sci-fi-style
36 Sous-chef ’s work
38 Foul creature that
guarded Azkaban in the
Potterverse
Down
41 The “A” that makes
STEM into STEAM
1 Apt “squee” rhyme
43 Loads of lifetimes
2 Deceptive act
46 Some dips
3 Not behind
48 Cell component
4 Waver
50 Viscount, e.g.
5 Writer Rand
54 Wan
6 Some Beethoven works 56 Instruments played by
7 Its anchor shouldn’t
Israel Kamakawiwo’ole
weigh it down
57 European aloha
8 Fail to mention
cousin
9 Pirate hideouts
58 Firing place
10 Does floor work, maybe 60 Boring thing
11 Tub for chocolate
62 Topper for a chirashi
bowl

Across
1 Bill collectors?
6 “Get back to us” letters
10 Not much
14 Elitist
15 Resort WNW of
Breckenridge
16 ‘80s-’90s group,
informally
17 Assorted caustic solutions?
19 Very bright
20 Some snowmobiles
21 2018 CVS Health
acquisition
22 Type units
23 Receiving annoying questions?
26 Buccaneer’s buds
28 Mil. category
29 Vitals checker, briefly
30 Letters seen between *
and #
31 Prized smokes
34 Agreements just between us?
38 Got on the board
39 Mineral hardness scale
42 Singer/songwriter __
Mia
45 Jung frau, e.g.
46 Soap dish?

CHINA continued from page 4

The results have been
astonishing growth. China is now the second largest country as measured
by gross domestic product
(GDP) with strong growth
over a 40-year period.
On April 12, China announced that it had
achieved 2.3% growth in
2020 (low by Chinese standards but the only major
economy to show positive
growth in 2020), and Fortune magazine projects
that the Chinese economy could overtake the U.S.
economy by 2026. (Because China’s population
OUR VIEW continued from page 4

“I wish that TU spent
more time talking about
a theology of singleness
rather than how to prepare
for marriage,” junior Jeanna Evans said.
“Marriage is temporary
(I or my spouse will one
day die) but my relationship with Christ is an eternal foundation that my life
needs to rest on and be defined by.”
Junior Lauryn Mekelburg furthered this by
proposing a celebration
of singleness.
“There is also not much
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48 Quick and unexpected exits?
52 Sisters pop duo __ & AJ
53 Con artist’s aide
54 With a sound mind
56 Romeo or Juliet
57 Pretense of being
a brute?
60 Doomed boat in “Jaws”
61 Longtime syrup brand
62 Celebs
63 Look the wrong way?
64 Space balls?
65 Power-saving mode

Down
1 Five-mL medicine dose
2 Just like that
3 Rigid pattern
4 Trickster in “American Gods”
5 Stick-in-the-mud
6 Motorhome stopover,
for short
7 Speak, as thou might
8 Battle
9 Polite texting letters
10 “Nattering nabobs of
negativism” speaker
11 Raise canines?
12 Assumed moniker
13 Hereditary ruler
18 Nemeses

21 Intense suffering
22 Kind of rock
24 Retired, maybe
25 Sports scholarship org.
27 Isn’t right
31 Seize like Caesar
32 Pac-12 athlete
33 Prefix with arid or dry
35 Words that might expose a bluff
36 Lady __: Tenn. college
team
37 Gas-absorbing
mixture
40 Vatican jurisdiction
41 Like some winks
42 One traditionally
drawn at dawn
43 Incoming words
44 Distribution word
46 Stock sector
47 Churchillian gestures
49 Type of nerve or
artery
50 Jacket material?
51 Short-lived ‘80s-’90s
cars that sounded like
they should always work
55 Twin
57 Fight decision
58 Blade in the water
59 Medium strength?

is more than four times
that of the U.S., the GDP
per capita is much lower.)
China holds $3.4 trillion in
foreign currency reserves,
allowing it to splash money around the globe in its
Belt and Road Initiative.
China’s growing economic and political clout
is evident in investments
across Asia, Africa, Latin
America and Europe.
However, China is not
without significant challenges. China’s sometimes heavy-handed
relationships with neighbors (Vietnam, Philippines, India, Japan and

South Korea) have created regional tensions and
pushback. Disputes over
trade and human rights issues have increased tensions with other countries
whose economies are intertwined with China’s
— the U.S., Australia, European Union, etc. China’s demographic “ bomb,”
where a decreasing number of young workers are
available to build the
economy and support a
large number of older citizens, sees no obvious
solution.
Recent government actions to require businesses

to make decisions that are
politically — rather than
economically — beneficial
may stifle private entrepreneurial endeavors.
Let’s return to the analogy of the race that I referenced at the beginning
of the article. Imagine that
as the two lead runners
sprint toward the finish
line, they begin not only
running but also hitting
one another with clubs.
As China and the U.S.
vie for influence and leadership, there are several
areas of concern for potential miscalculation that
could lead to disastrous

consequences. These potential miscalculations
involve areas of disagreement over Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Tibet, Xinjiang and
sovereignty issues over
disputed areas in the East
and South China seas.
Misjudgement could lead
to military conflict.
In closing, I want to take
a big step back and look at
China’s role in the world,
not from a temporal perspective but from an eternal perspective.
The Roman Empire of
the early days of Christianity played an unintended role in the spread of the

gospel. The Byzantine Empire, European colonialism
and American expansionism all played unintended
roles in the expansion of
God’s Kingdom.
Perhaps, and I would
say probably, China will
also play a role in the final chapter of taking the
gospel to the ends of the
earth. So who will win? In
the temporal world, I’m
not sure. But I am confident that eternity will reveal God’s hand at work
across history, including
in the current race for economic supremacy.
echo@taylor.edu

celebration of singleness,
not much conversation
around it, and that makes
it really hard for single
people,” Mekelburg said.
The second way the
church’s view on marriage
manifests itself is through
defining the amount of
fulfillment singleness
provides.
In many Christian circles, being single is
treated as a season of
loneliness that will pass.
Well-known ministries
have tagged the season
as a waiting period Christians go through to enter

their ‘ happily ever after.’
For example, in spring
2016, Desiring God, a wellknown Christian ministry,
spoke on this ‘season of
singleness’ in an article.
“The single person fears
a life of loneliness without
a spouse,” Katelynn Luedke, Desiring God contributor, wrote.
This sentiment promotes
the idea that a single individual experiences less
fulfillment in life, and will
experience true fulfillment
only through a spousal
relationship.
Marriage may offer great

fulfillment to many people, but marriage should
not be treated as the
only way to experience
satisfaction.
Additionally, advancing
the idea that being single
is simply a season implies
that singleness is only a
waiting period until true
contentment is experienced through marriage.
Singleness is not just a
vestibule.
When asked why people feel pressure to find
a spouse, senior Victoria Lawson said, “Singleness is treated as a waiting

room in many churches
instead of an equally valuable/visible status.”
The Bible is clear —
some disciples are called
to singleness to fulfill
their calling in Christ.
In Matthew 19:10–12, Jesus clarifies this principle,
telling his disciples that
remaining single is a valuable way of life and can be
used for the advancement
of the kingdom of Christ.
Overall, students at Taylor feel unnecessary pressure to find a life partner
during their college years.
This pressure is propelled

by the manifestations of
the contemporary Christian view of marriage that
has been distorted.
While iconic Taylor traditions that are focused on
relationship status are not
inherently bad, they do
have the potential to compound the pressure students experience.
We on the Echo Editorial Board see the harm in
being uncomfortable with
singleness, because it perpetuates the belief that
marriage is the only successful way to do ministry.
echo@taylor.edu
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“By keeping her love of film as the motivating factor in
her career in film, McCormic is unstoppable.”
Making films that are “totally buggin”
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Taylor Theatre produces “Student Body”
A response to Sexuality
and the Body week
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

A decision, one that could
change many lives, weighs on
the shoulders of 10 college students. They face the pressure of
turning in a video — a video of
a possible rape.
Taylor University Theatre collaborated with Student Development in conjunction with
Sexuality and the Body week
to present “Student Body.” “Student Body” is a play that engages the topic of rape and our role
in reporting it.
The play revolves around a
girl named Sarah. After a party last weekend, a video of the
girl was discovered. On the video, the young girl is found undressed on a table with people
surround her, making it unclear what exactly happened —
leading there to be a question
of if a rape occurred. A group of
college students discuss what
they should do with this tape,
turn it in or destroy it, debating
the effects of their decisions.
“Student Body” is set on
a college campus, connecting the play to the audience
itself. Setting the play on an

unidentified college campus
offered a reality for the audience that this type of situation
could happen anywhere, even
at a college like Taylor.
“Sexual assault still occurs
here, even if it can feel brushed
over or forgotten because of
our morals and values as a
university,” said Claire Vock, a
sophomore cast member.
This conversation is needed
on college campuses around
the country, even if it’s uncomfortable. This production
didn’t shy away from the realities of rape and aimed to
spark conversation.
The play itself provides a
context of the thought process that the group deals with
as they debate whether or not
they should turn in the tape.
The group understands that
turning in this tape could not
only change their own lives,
but the lives of the abused
and abuser.
“The play deals with a lot of
common issues associated with
claims of sexual abuse, including alcohol influence, what
clothes the girl was wearing,
who was in the video, procedure for sexual abuse cases,
etc.,” sophomore cast member
Angie DeStafano said. “As the
group bickers and disagrees on

“Student Body” was held in Euler Atrium on Apr. 16th.

what to do with the video, more
information comes out about
who watched it happen, who
was in the video, who filmed
the video and who was the
abused and the abuser.”
From beginning to end, this
play navigated the heavy decision by rationalizing why or
why not they should turn this
video in to the police. They
move through the play by

taking votes to try and agree
on a census. The first vote was
6-3-1(the last vote being abstention). When the play concluded, they reached 1-9, leading to
them destroy the tape.
“The group slowly decides to
ditch the video and destroy the
evidence to protect themselves,
and the sad reality of an ignored
sexual assault case comes to
life,” said DeStanfo.

Photograph provided by Taylor Theatre

With this play being in relation to Sexuality and the Body
week, the cast went into preparation for the show hoping to
honor the hard realities that
this play presents. Vock said
she found the subject matter
invaluable to consider.
“It was essential for us to have
a check-in and check-out process before and after working
on this material — we needed

Wind Ensemble glorifies God through music
A close look at Taylor’s
Wind Ensemble concert
Olivia Yatooma
Staff Writer

Taylor’s Wind Ensemble (TUWE)
was showcased in a concert Apr.
16 titled “March On!” where they
performed eight selections with
high energy and grateful hearts.
“We are so excited to be playing for a live audience, so expect
a lot of energy because we’ve been
storing it up,” said senior Morgan Cripe, a trombone player for
TUWE. “The pieces we are performing are high energy, so bring
your energy because we will be
bringing ours.”
This is the second year that the
Wind Ensemble has been directed
by Christopher Bade, professor of
music. Bade emphasized the idea
that although each student is talented in their own right, there is a
certain magic that happens when
the Wind Ensemble plays together
as the sum of many parts.
“Our Wind Ensemble concert
is a joyful celebration of heartfelt

Photograph provided by Nina Gillespie

The Taylor WInd Ensemble concert was held on Apr. 16th.

gratitude for community music-making,” Bade said. “The audience should be ready for spirited,
expressive playing in a wonderful acoustic space that is warm
and intimate.”
Rehearsals for “March On!” began in February as they practiced
“Men of Ohio,” “When the Morning Stars Sang,” “Brighton Beach,”
“Amazing Grace,” “Valdres,” “Variants on a Medieval Tune,” “On a
Hymnsong of Philip Bliss” and

“Free Lance March.”
According to Bade, “On a Hymnsong of Philip Bliss” and “Amazing
Grace” are the best loved works by
the TUWE students. No matter the
selection, the students are grateful to be a part of something that
goes beyond the music itself.
“I have gotten to know lots of
people and form friendships that
never would have happened if
I hadn’t joined,” Cripe said. “Dr.
Bade has also been a big part of

my Taylor experience. His love
for music is admirable and he
has helped me become more confident in my playing and I now
have a greater understanding of
how my ability to play brings glory to our Lord.”
Cripe has been a devoted trombone player in the Wind Ensemble for the past four years. This
year, Cripe was the only trombone
player in the ensemble, so she has
made a point to challenge herself
to play both confidently and loudly this past year.
Nina Gillespie is a freshman
clarinet player for the Wind Ensemble, and she too has nothing
but good things to say about her
experience.
“I love being in the wind ensemble because I love making music
with my friends,” Gillespie said. “It
is special because we are all seeking to glorify God through making
music together.”
The pandemic has added an
extra level of difficulty to practices and concerts for the Wind
Ensemble. The students get their
temperatures taken before every

rehearsal and they sit distanced in
class. In regard to the concert, everyone was socially distanced on
stage and the full ensemble performed all together for the first
time this year.
“We are grateful and blessed to have had two semesters of
in-person rehearsals, although
the COVID health protocols have
certainly been challenging,” Bade
said. “We have had to rehearse in
unusual set-ups for proper distancing and we have not yet had
the full ensemble rehearse together until the night of the concert.”
Above all else, the Wind Ensemble’s goal is to glorify God
with their music by showcasing
the gifts that God has given them.
“Hopefully, the concert will
move people to a sense of beauty and the realization that all of
our music-making is a joyful noise
unto the Lord,” Bade said. “We reflect on these events as musical offerings and invite all of the Taylor
community to join us in glorifying
God through the gifts and talents
and dedication of his people.”
echo@taylor.edu

to separate who we were from
the characters in the play so
we didn’t carry their trauma
and experiences with us out of
the rehearsal space,” said Vock.
“This was different for everyone, whether it was spending
time meditating or relaxing
before, using certain songs to
get into character or even yelling and shaking it out after we
were done.”
While heavy in topic matter,
the work presented by Taylor
Theatre emphasized the importance of these discussions
on a campus. The production
was followed by a talk-balk
session.Tracy Manning, assistant professor of theatre arts,
touched on the responsibility
we have as Christians to these
topics during the session—emphasizing that these conversations cannot go under the rug.
“We don’t get to renege on
that responsibility that we owe
to one another,” said Manning.
“Student Body” left the audience with the biting reality
that this situation is going on
for many students across the
campus, and it is going unnoticed. Moving from this process,
it leaves the audience asking
how we can change this reality
for students.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
EVENTS

Freshman Worship
Night
Memorial Prayer Chapel
Apr. 27 @ 8-9:30pm

Strings Concert

SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall
Apr. 28 @ 7:30-8:30pm

Ritz on the Roof

Euler Balcony
Apr. 29 @ 3 – 11:30pm

Harvey

Mitchell Theatre
Apr. 30 @ 7:30-10pm
May 1 @ 2-4:30pm
May 2 @ 2-4:30pm
May 7 @ 7:30-10pm
May 8 @ 7:30-10pm
May 9 @ 2-4:30pm

Making films that are “totally buggin’”
McCormic discusses
her film experience
Amelia Bostick
Features Co-Editor

“Clueless” can truly change
lives.
At least, this has been true in
the life of senior Abby McCormic, a film major at Taylor. When
choosing a film that had impacted her the most, “Clueless” was
the first thing to come to mind.
“I absolutely love the movie
‘Clueless,’” said McCormic. “I love
the fashion and the classic-ness
that is Brittany Murphy and Alicia Silverstone. I love how Cher is
so fabulous and cool, but she also
knows her value as a woman and
knows that being kind to others
is always in style.”
Films like this one have inspired McCormic since the early days of middle school. When
she was assigned a project or an
assignment, her mind instantly went into a space where she
imagined her submission as a
film project.
She wore many hats in these
middle school production

endeavors — directing, shooting, acting and editing each of
her videos.
“I think my teachers knew me
as the girl who could turn any
subject into a short film,” McCormic said.
She continued this trend in
high school, gaining skills as she
continued to turn each project
into a full-fledged project.
It was not until she reached
her senior year of high school,
when it became time to choose
a major for her upcoming college
years, that she knew this could be
something she could make her
career.
However, with her time at Taylor coming to an end, McCormic
shared the impact that film and
the department itself at Taylor
has had in her life.
“I chose film because I have
always been creatively inclined,”
said McCormic. “Whether it was
making up games or stories with
my friends as a young girl, I always knew I would do something
creative when I got older.”
The idea of storytelling as a
career was what really sealed
the deal for McCormic, but as a

woman entering the film industry, a place highly dominated by
older white men, she knew it
would not be easy.
But she also knew it would be
worth it.
While there is still a long way
to go, women have been making
their mark on the film industry
more and more in recent years,
and to be one of them would not
only be an honor, but a historic
moment in film history.
Greta Gerwig, one of these
monumental female filmmakers, has been continuously proving that she has a place in the film
industry. With her notable films
“Lady Bird” and “Little Women,” Gerwig has inspired many,
including McCormic. She’s inspired McCormic to keep going
and keep being unapologetically
herself through her films.
“I love being a woman in film
and that love is what drives me
to keep going,” McCormic said.
“I know that I will unfortunately
have a more difficult time getting
my foot in the door in Hollywood
as opposed to a man, so I really
have to allow my love for film to
continue to be the foundation of

my desire to be successful.”
By keeping her love of film
as the motivating factor in her
career in film, McCormic is
unstoppable.
She recognizes the need for
further diversity in film simply
beyond the aspect of being a
woman. Women in film should
simply be the beginning of widespread change in the industry.
“Diversity of all kinds are important in film,” said McCormic.
“It wouldn’t be right to say that
only the increase of women is
important. Although it is great
to have women in film, we need
more Black, Asian, Latinx etc.
leaders in film as well.”.
As she works towards her final film as a Taylor student with
her peers, McCormic is staying
true to all her beliefs while she
helps produce, film and edit with
her group-mates, seniors Aidan
Strite, Matt Neu, Kendra Copeland and Beth Sluser.
The group is not taking their
job lightly either. They all understand the meaning that film has
in the world around them.
“Filmmakers have the chance
to make an impact on someone’s

Photograph provided by Abby McCormic

Senior Abby McCormic plans to explore the film
industry further after leaving Taylor this spring.

life for a couple hours out of
the day,” McCormic shared. “Although that is a lot of pressure,
it also is meaningful in the sense
that we can give someone hope,
joy or simply an escape from their
daily lives.”
McCormic is a filmmaker who
knows her place in the world.

She sees the potential, goes after what she wants and shares
what she believes with those
around her.
With a drive like this, McCormic is going to create serious
change in the film industry and
for the better.
echo@taylor.edu
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“It’s not all about golf. I feel like that’s why we have such
a good relationship because we’re all about serving and
caring. We’re good as a team, but it’s more as a unit.”
Women’s golf seniors shine
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Cross country senior classes leave behind a legacy
Success measured
by more than wins
Jack Mulkey
Staff Writer

435 wins and 25 losses. 364 wins
and 74 losses. The first ever NAIA
national team title in school history, as well as a combined national title.
That is the record of this Women’s Cross Country and Men’s
Cross Country senior classes respectively.
The women’s senior class won
the Crossroads League all four
years, continuing to build on the
success of classes before them. The
national team title would elude
them, but they came so close every year. They finished fifth, third,
sixth, and then third again.
The individual accomplishments are nothing to overlook
either. To become an All-American, you must place top 40 in the

Photograph provided by Taylor Athletics

Seniors Josh Roth, Livy Schroder, Sam Hardy, Katelynn Hanback, Luke
Rovenstine, Sarah Harden and Daniel Gerber competed at nationals.

national championship race. Senior Sarah Harden became the
first Taylor runner ever to become
a four-time All-American. Senior
Livy Schroder became the third
two-time All-American Taylor runner. Those two combine for over
half of Taylor’s All-American honors in the history of the program.
The senior class also succeeded in the classroom with Harden,

Schroder, senior Katelynn Hanback, senior Sarah Holzman and
senior Ariel Wentworth all being
recognized as NAIA scholar athletes in their career.
For the men’s senior class, it was
four years of working hard to improve their running. A Crossroads
League title eluded them all four
years. On the national level, they
improved every year, wanting to

succeed on a national stage like
the women’s team had done previously. They went from 17th in
their freshman year, to 16th in their
sophomore year, to third last year
and finally winning the national title this year.
Part of the reason for the success and progression of the men’s
senior class was a feeling of conviction on the line. Some of the athletes wrote in their journals that
they felt conviction knowing that
they can perform at a great level.
“I think something that really
stands out about our class is the
commitment to excellence and
improving,” senior Josh Roth said.
Roth pointed out that senior Sam Hardy and senior Luke
Rovenstine have improved a lot
at Taylor due to their work ethic.
As was the case with the women’s senior class, the individual
achievement of the men’s seniors
is again nothing to overlook. Roth
and Daniel Gerber both became

two-time All-Americans. Gerber,
while being a senior on paper,
still has one year of eligibility left.
Rovenstine became an All-American this year as well.
Just like the women’s senior
class as well, the men’s senior
class did well in the classroom as
well. The entire senior class, Gerber, Hardy, Roth and Rovenstine all
earned awards for their academic
performance.
Head Coach Quinn White said
that he was impressed by the leadership of the two senior classes. He
said everybody has a role on the
team, even if they are not gaining
All-American honors or placing
first.
“Every senior has a role, that
might be from prayer warrior, encourager, motivator,” White said.
At the start of each season,
White makes spiritual development a key role in the success of
the season.
“My coach is very intentional

about incorporating spirituality
with running,” Harden said.
Each athlete sets a spiritual goal
before the start of the season to
help with this.
Harden says that, from the start,
White set high expectations for everyone on the team and that has
left an impact and helped facilitate
effective leadership.
For the athletes, the lasting impact for them is the relationships
they have formed with their teammates and their coaches, according to Harden.
“I’m really grateful for my senior
class, we have a really good group
of girls. We cover each other’s
weaknesses and we have strengths
to build each other up,” she said.
The two senior classes leave
behind much more than just success on the course and in the classroom, but also a legacy that will
continue to affect the upcoming
senior classes for years.
echo@taylor.edu

Women’s Golf Seniors Shine

Senior class leaves
mark on Taylor
Payne Moses
Staff Writer

The end of an era is approaching for five seniors of Taylor women’s golf.
Currently ranked fifth in the NAIA
National Team Rankings, women’s
golf is indebted to all five of these
senior standouts. With the regular
season coming to a close the Crossroads League Championship May
3–4, the Trojan squad has recorded five team victories in 10 tournament contests.
Senior Rachel Coers played in
all seven events in the 2019-2020
shortened season, earning an 84.50
scoring average and career-low
round of 77 at the Purgatory Intercollegiate September 11-12. Coers was also named Academic
All-Crossroads League and WGCA
All-America scholar this past season. Her current scoring average
of 83.05 in 20 tournament rounds
this season is on pace to be her
career-best.
After transferring a semester
into her freshman year at University of Indianapolis, Coers reflected

on how her life was impacted outside of golf. She made the realization that everything has an
eternal weight to it, and has grown
through golf.
“I think one of the coolest parts
about when I look back at my time
at Taylor was getting here,” Coers
said. “(Coach Cameron Andry) is
the reason I’m at Taylor because he
kind of gave me a chance.”
Out of the many priceless memories Coers has made, her proudest moment came back in fall 2018
when the team won the Whistling
Straits Intercollegiate in brutal
conditions. That being her junior
year, it was the beginning of her
top-five play on the team, and she
said it was really rewarding to feel
like she was making an impact.
Next up, senior Taylor French is
a three-time WGCA All-American
Scholar and boasts a career-low
round of 70 (two under par) at
the Purgatory Intercollegiate in
the 2018-2019 season. French has
one individual win under her belt
at the Pilot Spring Invitational in
2019, with scores of 77 and 79, and
has a 78.39 scoring average so far
this year.
Senior Nicole Jung has 13 career
individual titles to her credit and a

program-record 75.11 scoring average she set in the 2019-2020 season.
Jung was named WGCA First-Team
All-American this past season and
possesses the Taylor women’s golf
lowest 54-hole score of 214 (70, 71,
73), set at the Bill Bockwitz Fall
Classic. Her current scoring average this season is 75.76 with two
regular-season events remaining.
The standout Jung will be returning for a fifth year in 2021-2022 but
was extremely appreciative of her
fellow seniors. Of all the lessons
Jung learned over her four years at
Taylor, not allowing her score to define her as a person has stuck with
her to this day.
“We have a bigger goal than a
tournament that is tomorrow,” Jung
said. “It’s not all about golf. I feel like
that’s why we have such a good relationship because we’re all about
serving and caring. We’re good as a
team, but it’s more as a unit.”
Coming back for a fifth year, senior Annie Stimmel is, like French,
a three-time WGCA All-American
Scholar. On two occasions Stimmel
shot a career-low round of 71 and
had a career-best runner-up finish at the Whistling Straits Intercollegiate (80, 77) in the 2018-2019
season. She holds an 80.72 scoring

Men’s Golf

4/26 Crossroads League Championships 9 a.m.
4/27 Crossroads League Championships 9 a.m.

Women’s Golf

4/19 Ackerman-Allen Shootout 9 a.m.

Baseball

4/30 Marian University 3 p.m.
5/1 Marian University 1 p.m.
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Nicole Jung, Maddie Thomas, Taylor French, Rachel Coers and
Annie Stimmel have helped raise Taylor golf to new heights.

average this season.
Senior Maddie Thomas also returned for a fifth year and finished
fifth in the NAIA National Head-toHead Individual Rankings in the
2019-2020 season. Thomas has six
individual victories at Taylor and
became the first in program history to win in four (now five) different
seasons. Her 75.22 scoring average
last season is second behind Jung
in Taylor history as Thomas currently maintains a 77.08 average in
2020-2021.
“They built the whole thing as
a young program,” Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Kyle Gould
said. “It’s a national power thanks
to the work. They just started playing well in the big tournaments,
and that is how you get recognition

and that’s how you earn respect.”
The NAIA Women’s Golf Championship will take place in late
May in Ypsilanti, Michigan, and
Gould only hopes they stay healthy
and play their best when the
time comes.
With the journey’s end in sight,
Jung answered the burning question of what a national championship would mean to her and the
Taylor women.
“I think it’ll be a huge highlight
of my golf career, to be able to say
I have won nationals,” Jung said.
“Especially with this group of girls,
four of us have been together since
my first tournament … the whole
team is pretty confident we can
do it.”
echo@taylor.edu

Softball

4/27 @Mount Vernon 3 p.m.
4/28 @Grace College 3 p.m.

S COREBOARD
RESULTS FROM TAYLOR
ATHLETICS
Women’s Track & Field

4/17 Little State Championships 3rd

Men’s Track & Field

4/17 Little State Championships 3rd

Baseball

4/17 Spring Arbor W 10-6
4/17 Spring Arbor W 9-4

Softball

4/17 Huntington W 10-3
4/17 Huntington W 7-2

Lacrosse

4/17 Lourdes University L 10-19
4/21 Aquinas College L 4-20

Men’s Golf

4/19 Ackerman-Allen Shootout 2nd

Women’s Golf

4/19 Ackerman-Allen Shootout 1st

Softball and Baseball teams entering final weeks of season
Both teams towards
top of conference
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The softball and baseball regular seasons are nearing a close,
and both Taylor teams had strong
performances last weekend to
strengthen their position in the
Crossroads League and in the NAIA
National Top 25.
The No. 21 ranked baseball team,
33-12 on the season with a 20-0
home record, bounced back from
a tough road series against Indiana Wesleyan with a dominant
four-game sweep of Spring Arbor

on Apr. 16 and 17.
Taylor was led by sophomore
Ben Kalbuagh in the first doubleheader of the series, as the catcher hit a homerun in both games.
Senior Joe Moran earned the win
on the mound in the opener, as he
struck-out 11 batters in 7.2 innings
of work, as Taylor won 7-2. He also
had two hits in the game.
Kalbaugh’s second-inning blast
in the final game of the doubleheader was the Trojans only run
and hit in the game, and allowed
for the pitching tandem of junior
Noah Huseman and senior Mitch
Ubehlor to bring home the 1-0
victory.
Huseman has a 1.37 ERA on the

season, which is the No. 4 mark in
NAIA Division I. Ubelhor has a 2.32
ERA on the season out of Taylor’s
bullpen and has struck out 51 batters in only 31 innings of work.
Moran turned around and had
a big day Saturday, Apr. 17, as he
hit three homeruns in the doubleheader to propel Taylor to the
sweep. Junior Luke Shively earned
the win in the opener, as TU built a
9-1 lead, before Spring Arbor closed
the gap to the 10-6 final.
The second game wasn’t much
closer, as the Trojans jumped out
to another big lead, this time 7-0.
Spring Arbor would manage to
put up four runs, but the 9-4 victory never got within four after the

quick start from TU. Junior Luke
Carlson notched the win on the
mound.
The Trojans are second in the
Crossroads League, and will open
the conference tournament on May
7 after a final series with Marian
University this coming weekend.
Softball, who is receiving votes
in the NAIA Top 25, had a strong
four-game stretch last weekend
at home to improve their record
to 30-12.
TU swept both doubleheaders
on Apr. 16 and 17, beating Saint
Francis 5-3 and 8-2, and Huntington 10-3 and 7-2.
Junior Maddi Evans and senior
Lauren Kanai picked up victories

against Saint Francis, as both continue to spearhead Taylor’s strong
pitching on the season.
Freshman Aleyah Rastetter
went 5-8 in the doubleheader
against the Cougars, and hit two
homeruns on the day, with the first
being a three-run shot that was the
difference in the opener.
On Saturday, against Huntington, TU continued the strong offensive performances, as they put up
10 runs in the opening game. Evans and Kanai again got the starts
on the mound, and each notched
a win in the doubleheader.
Senior Kara Tucker had a triple
and five runs batted in over the
two games.

The offense continued in the
second game, as Taylor scored five
of its seven runs in the opening
three frames. Whitman hit a second-inning homerun and Tucker
knocked in her fifth RBI on the day
in the same inning to get the Trojans out to an early 3-0 lead.
Kanai threw a complete-game
to lock down the sweep against
Huntington.
Softball will finish the regular
season against Bethel and Spring
Arbor, before the Crossroads
League Tournament starts on May
5. Taylor is currently No. 3 in the
conference standings, behind Marian and Indiana Wesleyan.
echo@taylor.edu

Kara Tucker

Conner Crawford

Softball

Baseball

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Sophomore
Westerville, OH
Exercise Science
Boston Red Sox
Benchwarmer s
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Luke Carlson
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Year
Hometown
Major
Fav o r i t e S p o r t s
Team
Fav o r i t e S p o r t s M o v i e
Funniest Teammate

(765) 998-7261

Senior
Yorktow n, IN
Exercise Science
Ind ianap o li s C o lt s
The Sandlot
Ashton Whitmann
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